
  

I don’t recall reading in your book, The Whole Heart Solution, 
how you became a plant-based physician.  Did you have a 
health crisis that caused you to re-examine your education 
and training as a medical doctor? 

So neither you nor your wife had a health problem?

As you know, there is a lot of confusion and misinformation 
in the plant-based world about the best diet, and one area 
that is more controversial than most is the Paleo diet. 
What’s your take on it?  Do we really need to go back to our 

cavemen roots to find out how to eat?



                       

In reading the approach to heart health 
outlined in your book, it reminded me of Hillary Clinton’s 
concept that “it takes a village” in that in order to be heart 
healthy, you have to treat the rest of your body healthfully.  
Am I right about that?

People often say, “I’ve got heart 
problems because it’s in my family, 
it’s in my genes.”  Are we really 
prisoners of our heredity?

You’re a cardiologist, but you write in 
your book that people with heart prob-
lems should “bypass bypass surgery.” Do 
you really recommend that?



  

Why do you think 
your fellow 
cardiologists don’t 
see this? 

Is there a place for stents and bypass surgeries for people 
who are unwilling to make the lifestyle changes that you 
recommend?

Dr. Esselstyn often points out that when people complain 
about how “extreme” it is to adopt a plant-based lifestyle, 
the real “extreme” is having your chest opened up by a car-
diac surgeon. Do you agree with him?

Do you think that awareness is rising about the “third 
door” or do you think a small subset of people are still willing 

to take the plunge?

I understand that you teach at medical school, but do you 
also have a private practice? 

What are your office practice hours?

When do you teach at Wayne State?

How does the medical staff view the “radical” teachings of 
Dr. Joel Kahn?



                       

During your career as a cardiologist did you perform 
surgeries?

Have we, as a society, become condi-
tioned to accept diseases as being nor-
mal, or at least acceptable, because we 
have medications to control them, like 
insulin for diabetes, inhalers for asthma, 
and statins for heart disease? Is that a 
mentality that you think has captured 
America?

So does Joel Kahn only see 
people who have a heart 
problem? If someone wants to 
see you about Crohn’s disease 
or irritable bowel will you see 
them?

In the Natural Hygiene Movement, from which I and many 
members of the NHA have come, the global view is that 
heart disease, diabetes, and even cancer all have their roots 

in the same foundation and they all have 
the same remedy: fundamental lifestyle 
changes in all areas, not just diet. In the 
same way, is your “Whole Heart Solution” 
a “whole health solution”? 

That’s one of the things that I’m most 
impressed by in reading your book. Like 
the early Hygienic physicians, you seem to 

be on the same page, that the core pillars of health are diet, 
regular exercise, clean air, adequate rest, sunshine, and emo-
tional poise. However, that seems to stand in contrast with 
many of your plant-based peers who seem to say that it’s all 
about the food. 

So there is more to health than eating mounds of kale?



  

One of the things in your book that 
reminded me of a core principle of Dr. Joel 
Fuhrman was your recommendation that 
“your salad should be your main meal” and 
you talk at length about the value of leafy 
greens. Why is a large salad so high on your 
list of priorities?

Within the plant-based 
health movement, some of 
your peers caution against 
smoothies from the stand-
point that it will allow the 
liquid to rush into your sys-
tem too quickly and with-
out the benefit of diges-
tion and assimilation that 
begins with chewing.

In a similar vein, I also recall reading in your book a recom-
mendation that when you eat, try to be one of the slowest 
eaters in the world. 



                       

Your philosophy of health reminds me of Norman Cousins, 
whose emotional health prescription involved laughter and 
a sunny disposition. Do you think that these two things also 
play an important role in maintaining good health?

You also devote a lot of pages in 
your book to the environmental 
toxins we all face and should try 
to avoid. I recall you writing that 
we should “study ingredient 
labels like Jane Goodall studies 
apes.” 

Do you think that the promotion 
of “cage-free chickens” and 
“grass-fed beef ” simply serves 
that old adage of giving people 
excuses to support their bad 
habits?

Tell me about GreenSpace Cafe, where Wanda and I enjoyed 
dinner tonight. It seems to be an oasis in the desert in this 
area. How did it come about? 



  

It seems like a complete 
family affair.

I know that one of the hidden secrets in staff retention at 
Alan Goldhamer’s TrueNorth Health Center, is they get to 
eat for free.  Is that true for the GreenSpace Café staff as 
well?

So is your son, Daniel, whole-food, plant-based?

How about your other children?

Does Joel Kahn practice what he preaches?

You seem very motivated to 
do what you do right now.

It seems to me that your emergence on the scene as one of 
the leading plant-based doctors has occurred in the last 
few years. Is that due, in part, to your book?



                       

In your many lectures on the plant-based health circuit, do 
you find the interest growing in this way of eating?

Tell me about your latest book with the colorful title, Vegan 
Sex.  What’s its message?

But is it also just a simple fact that sexual health, like heart 
health, all has the same foundation?

My last observation of your book is its humorous style. Was 
that a conscious effort on your part?

Dr. Kahn, it’s been a privilege!


